Wearing facemasks when performing lumbar punctures: a snapshot of current practice amongst trainee doctors
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Purpose: Infective complications of lumbar puncture are not common, but are a significant source of mortality. Causative pathogens have been traced to the oropharynx of the operator, and it is likely that wearing facemasks will minimize the risk of iatrogenic meningitis. The aim of this survey was to assess whether doctors currently wear facemasks when performing lumbar punctures.

Methods: We constructed an anonymous survey asking about the use of a facemask when performing lumbar punctures. This was distributed to trainee doctors in medical specialties at the West Midlands and Severn Deaneries in the UK.

Results: The response rate was 72% (72/100). Responders had performed, on average, a total of 15 (range 3–22) lumbar punctures. Only 27 of the doctors (37.5%) wore a facemask when performing lumbar punctures. CT 1–2 doctors were five times more likely than registrars to wear a facemask (53% versus 10%). Similarly, the likelihood of wearing a facemask decreased with the number of times the procedure had been performed.

Discussion: There are varying practices regarding the use of facemasks for lumbar punctures amongst doctors, with significant differences according to grade and level of experience. Facemasks should be used as part of a “maximal sterile precautions” approach to reduce the risk of infective complications.
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Introduction
Infective complications of lumbar puncture are not common, but are a significant source of morbidity and mortality. Iatrogenic meningitis is estimated to occur in one in every 5000 patients who undergo dural puncture.¹ There are no explicit guidelines covering the appropriate infection control measures to take when performing lumbar punctures.

The most common causative organisms are streptococcal species, followed by Gram negative organisms, such as Pseudomonas aeruginosa. The exact mechanism by which these infective complications occur has not been conclusively identified. However, bacterial isolates from patients with meningitis postdural puncture have been molecularly matched to strains obtained from the oropharynx of doctors who performed the procedure.¹ ² Therefore, the use of face masks may help to prevent iatrogenic infection during the procedure. The wearing of a face mask, as part of full barrier protection, has been shown to reduce the risk of central venous line-associated infections.³ This survey aims to assess whether trainee doctors wear a facemask when performing lumbar punctures.
Materials and methods
A total of 188 doctors were given an anonymous survey asking about specific infection control measures they undertake when performing a lumbar puncture. The doctors were all trainees in medical specialties, across various hospitals within the Severn and West Midlands deaneries in the UK. The questionnaire is shown in Figure 1.

Results
The response rate was 72% (72 of 100), consisting of 30 CT 1–2 doctors, 22 ST 3–7 doctors, and 20 registrars. Responders had performed, on average, a total of 15 (range 3–22) lumbar punctures. Only 27 of the doctors (37.5%) wore a facemask when performing lumbar punctures (16 CT 1–2 doctors, nine ST 3–7 doctors, two registrars). CT 1–2 doctors were five times more likely than registrars to wear a facemask (16/30 versus 2/20, Figure 2). Similarly, the likelihood of wearing a facemask decreased with the number of times the procedure had been performed (Figure 3).

Discussion
The risk of infective complications after a lumbar puncture is low, but one study showed that the mortality rate in those with iatrogenic meningitis was 36%2 There is no consensus on the “gold standard” infection control measures to be taken by doctors when performing lumbar punctures.

A great deal of evidence supporting the use of “maximal sterile precautions” in central venous line insertion has been generated.3–5 This approach has been shown to reduce significantly the risk of central venous catheter-related infections, although the impact of wearing a facemask by itself has not been investigated. Whilst this procedure involves a foreign object remaining in the patient, it is likely that such measures would improve patient safety.

Given that postdural puncture infections are rare, it is highly significant that there are reports of clustering of cases, suggesting that the operator has a role to play in the etiology. Most of the organisms causing iatrogenic meningitis after lumbar puncture are mouth commensals, and the “droplet theory” implicates aerosolized organisms from the upper airways of doctors. Indeed, Trautman et al6 report a case of Staphylococcus aureus meningitis in which the organism matched the nasal swabs of the operator, and none of the other nearby staff. Such evidence would support the concept that wearing facemasks could reduce the risk of infective complications. Despite there being evidence that facemasks reduce bacterial contamination of a patient or operative field,7,8 there is no evidence that their use is associated with a reduction in patient infections (eg, surgical site infections).9

This survey shows that most doctors do not use facemasks when performing lumbar punctures. This could be for several reasons. Firstly, the incidence of infective complications is low and the awareness of this potential complication may be limited. Secondly, there may be a lack of availability of facemasks on wards. Thirdly, there may be a lack of perceived evidence behind the use of facemasks to reduce iatrogenic infections. There is no conclusive evidence that the use of facemasks specifically reduces the incidence of iatrogenic infections. Indeed, in a questionnaire-based

A survey on the use of facemasks when performing a lumbar puncture.

1. What grade of doctor are you? (Please circle)
   CT 1-2   ST 3-7   Registrar

2. How many lumbar punctures have you performed in your career so far?

3. Do you wear a facemask when performing a lumbar puncture? Y/N

Thank you for your response. All questionnaires are kept anonymous.

Figure 1 Questionnaire distributed to doctors.

Figure 2 Percentage of each grade of trainee doctors who wear a facemask when performing a lumbar puncture.

Figure 3 Percentage of trainee doctors who wear a facemask when performing a lumbar puncture according to the number of lumbar punctures they have performed.
survey by Erasmus et al\textsuperscript{10} doctors cited a lack of evidence as the reason for poor compliance with hand washing in the intensive care setting.

We also show that the wearing of facemasks dropped with both the seniority of the doctor and experience in performing lumbar punctures. Richman et al also showed that junior doctors were more likely than senior doctors to wear gloves during invasive procedures in children (94\% versus 46\%).\textsuperscript{11} It is likely that improved education in medical school contributes to this. However, the lack of compliance by senior doctors is a worrying trend because it has been shown that the infection control measures of junior staff are influenced by their seniors; junior staff members were less likely to wash their hands (odds ratio 0.2) if an accompanying senior staff member did not wash their hands.\textsuperscript{12}

There are varying practices regarding aseptic technique for lumbar punctures amongst doctors, with significant differences according to grade and level of experience. There is theoretic evidence that facemasks would reduce contamination of the patient, but no conclusive evidence that their use reduces the incidence of iatrogenic infections after lumbar puncture. However, we believe that facemasks should be used as part of a “maximal sterile precautions” approach with this invasive procedure.
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